The mammalian genome is organized into submegabase-sized chromatin domains (CDs) including topologically associating domains, which have been identified using chromosome conformation capture-based methods. Single-nucleosome imaging in living mammalian cells has revealed subdiffusively dynamic nucleosome movement. It is unclear how single nucleosomes within CDs fluctuate and how the CD structure reflects the nucleosome movement. Here, we present a polymer model wherein CDs are characterized by fractal dimensions and the nucleosome fibers fluctuate in a viscoelastic medium with memory. We analytically show that the mean-squared displacement (MSD) of nucleosome fluctuations within CDs is subdiffusive. The diffusion coefficient and the subdiffusive exponent depend on the structural information of CDs. This analytical result enabled us to extract information from the single-nucleosome imaging data for HeLa cells. Our observation that the MSD is lower at the nuclear periphery region than the interior region indicates that CDs in the heterochromatin-rich nuclear periphery region are more compact than those in the euchromatin-rich interior region with respect to the fractal dimensions as well as the size. Finally, we evaluated that the average size of CDs is in the range of 100-500 nm and that the relaxation time of nucleosome movement within CDs is a few seconds. Our results provide physical and dynamic insights into the genome architecture in living cells. 4 that the nucleosome is irregularly folded without the 30-nm chromatin fiber [2-7]. On 5 the other hand, at the scale of the whole nucleus, interphase chromosomes occupy 6 distinct chromosome territories [8]. This highly organized chromosome structure 7 allows for effective regulation of various genome functions. 8 By virtue of recent developments of chromosome conformation capture (3C) 9 techniques, the genome-wide chromosome organization has been revealed by detecting 10 the physical contact frequencies between pairs of genomic loci [9]. More recently, 3C 11 derivatives, Hi-C and 5C profiles demonstrated that metazoan genomes are partitioned 12 into submegabase-sized chromatin domains (CDs) including topologically associating 13 domains (TADs) [10-12]. TADs are considered to be a regulatory and structural unit 14 of the genome [13]; genome loci located in the same TAD are associated with each 15 other, whereas genomic interactions are sharply depleted between adjacent domains. 16 For even single-cell Hi-C, individual chromosomes maintain domain organization [14]. 17 Furthermore, kilobase-resolution in situ Hi-C maps identified not only small contact 18 domains but also CTCF-mediated loop domains [15, 16]. 19 In contrast, dynamic aspects of chromatin have been shown by live-cell imaging 20 experiments [17-24]. In particular, single-nucleosome imaging in living mammalian 21 cells has revealed local nucleosome fluctuations caused by the thermal random 22 force [25-27]. The mean-squared displacement (MSD) of dynamic nucleosome 23 movement clearly shows subdiffusive motion, 24 MSD
Introduction
Genomic DNA is packed and folded three-dimensionally in the cell nuclei. In the 2 nuclei of eukaryotic cells, the nucleosome is a basic unit consisting of an approximately 3 147-bp DNA wrapped around core histones [1] . Recent experimental evidences suggest To construct a model of CDs, we assumed that a nucleosome fiber is represented as a 48 polymer bead chain and forms a CD with size scaling, ⟨R⟩ CD ∼ N 1/d f (Fig 1A) , where 49 N is the number of nucleosome beads in the CD, and ⟨·⟩ CD represents the average for 50 all nucleosome beads within the CD at thermal equilibrium. In polymer physics, the 51 exponent 1/d f corresponds to the size exponent ν [35, 36] . A nucleosome fiber in a CD 52 not only has the excluded volume as a physical polymer, but also forms chromatin 53 loops for transcriptional regulation [15, 16, 37] . Therefore, nucleosome fibers can 54 interact with each other within the same CD through both attractive and repulsive 55 interactions. Here, we assume that the effective conformational state of CDs is 56 phenomenologically represented by the fractal dimension. Note that the states with 57 d f = 1, 2, and 3 correspond to a straight line, the ideal chain [35] , and the fractal 58 globule [9, 28, 38] , respectively ( Fig 1A) . 59 Nucleosome fiber fluctuation in viscoelastic medium with memory 60 The subdiffusive motion of tracer particles in living cells, ⟨[r(t) − r(0)] 2 ⟩ ∼ t α , has 61 been observed [29, [39] [40] [41] . There are several physical models for generating 62 subdiffusion, including: (i) the generalized Langevin equation (GLE), which is 63 consistent with fractional Brownian motion (FBM) [42] [43] [44] [45] , and (ii) the 64 continuous-time random walk [46] . Since some experiments have shown that the 65 movement of chromosomal loci displays the FBM [23, 29] , here, we adopt the former 66 model to describe the friction effect with memory in the viscoelastic 67 medium [39, 47, 48] that satisfies the fluctuation-dissipation relation (FDR) [35, 49] :
, with friction coefficient with memory of 69 γ(t) ∼ t −α , generates the subdiffusive FBM. The thermal random force g(t) satisfies 70 the FDR ⟨g κ (t)g λ (t ′ )⟩ = k B T γ(t − t ′ )δ κλ , where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is 71 the temperature of the environment, and the suffixes κ and λ represent x, y and z. 72 Here, we focus on the concrete description of our polymer model. A CD is assumed 73 to be formed by N + 1 nucleosome beads at positions {R 0 , R 1 , · · · , R N } (Fig 1B) , and 74 3/21 adjacent beads are connected via a harmonic spring so that the effective bond length 75 is b eff , and long-range interactions exist such that the phenomenological size scaling of 76 the CDs is proportional to N 1/d f . Moreover, as mentioned above, the friction effect 77 between each nucleosome and the viscoelastic medium is assumed to be described by 78 the friction coefficient with memory [30, 44, 45, 47] ,
where the dimension of the coefficient γ α is kg/s 2−α , and the Laplace transform of 80 γ(t) has a simple form γ α s α−1 (see Eq S19 in S1 Text). In the continuous limit [35] , 81 the Langevin equation of nucleosomes is described as
where the long-range interaction force F (l) (n, t) including attractive and repulsive 83 interactions results in the size scaling
and the thermal random force g(n, t) satisfies the FDR: 
R(n, t) dn for p = 0, 1, 2, · · · ; however, the nonlinearity of the 96 long-range interaction makes it difficult to deal with the equation in this manner.
97
Therefore, to simplify the analysis, firstly, we assume that nucleosome fluctuations 98 within the CD reach thermal equilibrium after the relaxation time τ d f ,α , which is 99 explicitly described below (Eqs 11 and 12). Second, we use an approximation to under thermal equilibrium with respect to the normal coordinates
The term in the left hand side and the second term in the right hand side (RHS) are 103 straightforwardly derived according to the normal coordinates, in which
g(n, t) dn satisfies ⟨g p (t)⟩ = 0 and the FDR 105 ⟨g pκ (t)g qλ (t ′ )⟩ = kBT N γ(t − t ′ )δ κλ δ pq (1 + δ p0 )/2 (see S1 Text, Section IA). Instead of 106 the linearity of Eq 5, the parameter k p implicitly includes the nonlinear effect such as 107 the long-range interactions, and is determined by the variance of X p over the thermal 108 relaxation time [30] (see S1 Text, Section IB):
for p ≥ 1 and k 0 = 0.
4/21
Finally, to calculate the thermal average ⟨ X 2 p ⟩ CD , the effective size scaling (Eq 4) 110 generated by the long-range interactions is used. The asymptotic form for large p is 111 calculated as follows (see S1 Text, Section IC):
A d f is a dimensionless constant depending on the fractal dimension:
. We shall refer to the above approximation as the linearization 114 approximation, which is on the same level of the approximation as the preaveraging 115 approximation in terms of polymer physics [35, 50] . From this point forward, to avoid 116 complicated expressions caused by this asymptotic form, we regard the asymptotic 117 sign '≃' as equality.
118
Next, let us consider the MSD of nucleosomes in CDs. Since the inverse transform
X p (t) and the correlation 120 between different modes vanishes, the MSD of the n-th nucleosome,
where the correlation function is defined as C p (t) ≡ ⟨X p (t) · X p (0)⟩. Multiplying Eq 5 123 by X p (0) and averaging with ⟨g p (t) · X p (0)⟩ = ⟨g p (t)⟩ · ⟨X p (0)⟩ = 0, we can derive 124 that the correlation function for p ≥ 1 satisfies
The first term for p = 0 in the RHS of Eq 8 corresponds to the MSD of the center of 126 the CD, and the motion obeys
According to the fluctuation-dissipation 128 theorem [49] , the motion of the center of mass is subdiffusive with exponent α (see 129 S1 Text, Section IE):
where
represents the relaxation time of nucleosome fluctuations in the CD.
132
On the other hand, the second term in the RHS of Eq 8 describes the fluctuations 133 of many modes inside the CD. Using the Laplace transformation and the thermal 134 equilibrium initial state, the solution of Eq 9 can be derived as follows (see S1 Text, 135 Section ID):
where E α (x) is the Mittag-Leffler function. According to the polymer physics [35] for 137 t ≪ τ d f ,α , ϕ(n, t) is dominated by terms with large p. Moreover, since the MSD in our 138 experiment (Fig 2E) 
Text, Section IF). Thus, in our model, subdiffusive motion of single nucleosomes is 145 a typical feature, assuming both fractal CDs and viscoelastic medium.
146
Nucleosome movement is much greater in the nuclear interior 147 than at the nuclear periphery 148 In order to apply our model to living human cells, single-particle imaging of 149 nucleosomes was performed by observation of PA-mCherry labels [51] attached to 150 histone H2B in human HeLa cells (Fig 2A) . The clear single-step photobleaching 151 profile of the H2B-PA-mCherry dots shows a single H2B-PA-mCherry molecule in a 152 single nucleosome ( Fig 2B) . We tracked approximately 40,000 dots representing single 153 nucleosomes (S1 Table) . Fig Table) . The MSD at the interior is higher than 161 that at the periphery. This result implies that nucleosome movement within CDs in 162 the euchromatin-rich interior region is higher than that in the heterochromatin-rich 163 periphery region.
164
As we analytically derived the subdiffusive MSD (Eq 13), the experimental result 165 clearly shows subdiffusion of single-nucleosomes: using Eq 1, the plots fit well with the 166 MSD curves 0.018 t 0.44 µm 2 and 0.013 t 0.39 µm 2 for the interior and the periphery, 167 respectively.
168
MSD is lower at the nuclear periphery than the interior, 169 indicating that heterochromatin-rich CDs are more compact 170 Comparing Eqs 1 and 13, β and D app are calculated as
. It turns out that these values contain statistical 172 information of the CD structures, ⟨R⟩ CD and d f . Since β and D app can be determined 173 by the fitting in our experiments, we can therefore estimate ⟨R⟩ CD and d f , inversely.
174
The lower MSD at the periphery than at the interior, D app,periphery < D app,interior 175 and β periphery < β interior , reflects the fact that the CDs near the periphery are in a 176 more compact conformational state and are smaller in size than those at the interior: nucleosome bead with an H2B-PA-mCherry is assumed to be approximately quadruple 197 for the EGFP. This means that the friction effect is also 4 times larger [48] .
198 Accordingly, we use γ α→1 = 4k B T /D EGFP . Finally, the structural information of CDs 199 is estimated by calculating
β could be measured in our experiment, although the value of α could not be regions are calculated and mapped as a function of α ( Fig 3B) . Since fluorescence 205 correlation spectroscopy measurements of GFP have shown that the value of α is close 206 to 0.79 in not HeLa but NRK nuclei [31] , as an example, we summarize the estimated 207 values for α = 0.8 and α = 0.9 in Table 1 . The exponent β = 0.4 for the fractal 208 globule model [28] corresponds to the value for d f = 3 and α = 1 in Eq 14.
209 Furthermore, our previous results have shown smaller exponents β = 0.37 and 0.31 for 210 interphase chromatin and mitotic chromosome, respectively [25] . Unless considering 211 the case of 0 < α < 1, this smaller exponent cannot be explained. Note that α has 212 only minor effects on C d f ,α (see S3 Fig) .
213
The relaxation time of nucleosomes in CDs is calculated as
and is mapped as a function of α and d f (Fig. 3C) . The short relaxation time (∼ s) 215 means that the thermal equilibrium, which is the precondition for the linearization 216 approximation, were fulfilled in our experiments. In measurements of long-term motion [19, 21, 24] .
223
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the measured TAD size of mESCs is 224 in the range of 100 kb to 5 Mb. Fig 3D shows Mb, according to Eqs 17 and 18. The relaxation time within several tens of seconds is 227 consistent with the assumption of the linearization approximation as mentioned above. 228 Moreover, the estimated CD size within 100-500 nm is also consistent with observed 229 radius for chromatin domains of as detected by super-resolution imaging [53] . cooperatively within a polymer blob [35, 50] . In such a situation, the HI cancels out 240 the effect of the size scaling described by the fractal dimension d f : β = α · 2/3 , and β 241 does not depend on d f (see S1 Text, Section II).
242
Our results indicate that our proposed model serves as a strong method for 243 extracting the structural information of CDs from observations of dynamic nucleosome 244 movement. Super-resolution microscopy techniques can be used to elucidate the 245 spatial size of CDs according to different epigenetic states [53] . On the other hand, 
Materials and Methods

257
Cell isolation and culture 258 To observe single nucleosomes and analyze their local dynamics in living human cells, 259 histone H2B was fused with photoactivatable (PA)-red fluorescent protein 260 (mCherry) [51] and expressed in HeLa cells as described previously [25] . nucleus represents a single H2B-PA-mCherry in a single nucleosome ( Fig 2B) .
279
Nucleosome signals were recorded in the interphase chromatin of the nuclear interior 280 and periphery in living HeLa cells at a frame rate of ca. 50 ms/frame. Note that the 281 two different focal planes for the nuclear interior and periphery ( Fig 2C) were precisely 282 ensured by nuclear surface labeling with Nup107 (a nuclear pore component)-Venus (a 283 bright yellow fluorescent protein) [57] (see S1 Fig) .
284
Tracking and data analysis 285 Local nucleosome fluctuation was observed (ca. 60 nm movement/50 ms), presumably 286 caused by Brownian motion. The free MATLAB software u-track [58] was used for 287 single-nucleosome tracking. The dots were fitted to an assumed Gaussian point spread 288 function to determine the precise center of the signals with higher resolution. Finally, 289 we obtained data set of two-dimensional M i trajectories which is the standard deviation of the sampling distribution of the mean, for MSD(t i ) 302 was sufficiently small. The number of trajectories M i and the SEM of MSD(t i ) are 303 summarized in S1 Table. 304 The exponent β and the apparent diffusion coefficient D app are obtained by fitting of the MSD results at the interior and periphery regions (Fig 2C) . In the calculation, we used the following values: ⟨N ⟩ CD = 5000 nucleosomes, γ α→1 = 4k B T /D EGFP and D EGFP = 20.6 µm 2 /s.
Fig 1. Schematic illustration of our polymer model for CDs. (A)
A nucleosome fiber is represented as a polymer bead chain and forms a CD. The size scaling of CDs is expressed as ⟨R⟩ CD ∼ N 1/d f , where the fractal dimension represents the effective conformational state of CDs: d f = 1, 2, and 3 correspond to a straight line, the ideal chain, and the fractal globule, respectively. (B) The viscoelasticity of the medium, where the movement of particles shows the subdiffusive FBM ⟨∆r(t) 2 ⟩ ∼ t α , is described using the friction coefficient with memory, γ(t) ∼ t −α . When a nucleosome with coordinates R n (t) dynamically fluctuates in the viscoelastic medium, the movement of nucleosomes in CDs shows subdiffusion: ⟨∆R n (t) 2 ⟩ ∼ t β . 
Supplementary Figures and Table
S1 Fig. A schematic representation for nuclear interior (Top left) and periphery (Top right) imaging.
Illumination laser (green) and focal plane (red) in the living cells are shown. Note that the two different focal planes were precisely verified by nuclear surface labeling with Nup107 (a nuclear pore component)-Venus (a bright yellow fluorescent protein) [57] . The nuclear rim signals (Bottom left) and dot signals in ellipse shape (Bottom right) show the middle layer of nucleoplasm and the nuclear surface, respectively. Bar shows 5 µm.
S1 Text
I. DERIVATIONS OF THE THEORETICAL RESULTS
Here we give the complete derivations of the theoretical results. The following calculations are based on standard textbooks related to polymer dynamics [S1] and statistical physics [S2] . The mean-squared displacement (MSD) of the Rouse polymer in the viscoelastic environment was first analyzed by Weber et al. [S3] , whose work is a useful reference for the flow in the following calculations.
A. The fluctuation-dissipation relation between gp(t) and γ(t)
According to the fluctuation-dissipation relation (FDR) for g(n, t) ,
the following calculations can be made:
B. The parameter kp relates to the variance of Xp
At thermal equilibrium via the preaveraging approximation, the memory effect of the friction coefficient vanishes, i.e., γ(t − t ′ ) → 2γ · δ(t − t ′ ). Then, Eq. 5 for p ≥ 1 can be written as
Since this Langevin equation for one degree of freedom corresponds to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process described by the stochastic differential equation [S4] ,
the variance of X p becomes
where ⟨·⟩ CD represents the average for all nucleosome beads within the chromatin domain (CD) at thermal equilibrium. Thus, this relation implies that the normal-coordinate amplitude satisfies the equipartition theorem at thermal equilibrium. 
Thus, ⟨X 2 p ⟩ CD is written as
Using
we can rewrite ⟨X 2 p ⟩ CD as
Introducing a new variable l = m − n and substituting the size scaling (Eq. 4), we can make the following calculation:
.
(S11)
The underlined integrals converge quickly to the following values if p is large:
(S13) Therefore, we can obtain
(S14)
Using the formulas
we can make the following formal calculations:
is a dimensionless constant depending on the fractal dimension d f .
D. The solution of Eq. 9
Performing the Laplace transform to Eq. 9, we obtaiñ
whereγ(s) andC p (s) are the Laplace transforms of the functions γ(t) and C p (t), respectively. Since γ(t) is defined by Eq. 2,γ(s) is derived as follows:
Therefore,C p (s) is written as
In addition, using the formula of the Laplace transform for the Mittag-Leffler function
we can inversely find the solution
By use of Eqs. 6 and 7,
Then, we can define the relaxation time
which has the physical dimension s. If the initial condition reaches thermal equilibrium, C p (0) becomes ⟨X 2 p ⟩ CD . Thus, finally, we can derive the solution
4 E. The MSD of the center of the CD For p = 0, the normal coordinate X 0 (t) corresponds to the center of the CD,
According to the Langevin equation (Eq. 5) and the FDR (Eq. S2) for p = 0, the motion obeys
In general, for degree of freedom x and velocity v, the MSD is associated with the velocity correlation as follows:
Using the Laplace transform and the stationarity of the velocity correlation C v (t), this relation becomes more clear:
In terms of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) [S2] , we can derive the Laplace transform of the velocity correlation from the relationship between the average response and the FDR. The force balance between the average response of the system described by Eq. S27 and the external force f (t) is written as
for one degree of freedom. The Laplace transform of this force balance equation becomes
Then, the ratio of the average velocity to the force, ⟨ṽ(s)⟩ /f (s) = 1/γ(s), is called the complex admittance, and the FDT of the first kind represents the relationship between the complex admittance and the velocity correlation,
where the coefficient k B T /N is caused by the FDT of the second kind for the system in Eq. S27. Therefore, the Laplace transform of the MSD is written as
By use of the formula of the inverse Laplace transform, L −1 [1/s α+1 ](t) = t α /Γ(1 + α), the MSD can be obtained as
Thus, the MSD of the center of the CD is derived as
The MSD obtained in our experiment is calculated by averaging nucleosome movements at various positions in CDs. Then, we can replace the term cos 2 ( pπn N )
in Eq. 8 by the average 1/2. Therefore, for t ≪ τ d f ,α , according to Eqs. 7 and 12, and the asymptotic form of the Mittag-Leffler function, E α (−x) ≃ exp [−x/Γ(1 + α)] for x ≪ 1, the second term in the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. 8 can be expressed as
Converting the sum into the integral, the RHS becomes
Here, let us consider the integral formula calculated as follows: 
Therefore, the MSD for t ≪ τ d f ,α can be written as
is a dimensionless constant depending on d f and α.
II. REMARKS ON THE HYDRODYNAMIC EFFECT FOR OUR POLYMER MODEL
In describing the Langevin equation of polymers with the hydrodynamic interaction, the interaction affects the mobility matrix [S1, S5]. This situation corresponds to an ideal case where hydrodynamic interactions are not screened. Calculating the effect of the mobility matrix for the normal coordinates X p (t) under the preaveraging approximation, k p in Eq. 5 is changed intok p with the following p-dependence:k
Therefore, when we calculate the MSD as above, we need to calculate the integral ∫ ∞ 0 dp
By use of the integral formula (Eq. S38), the scaling of the MSD for t ≪ τ can be written as
This means that the hydrodynamic interaction cancels out the effect of the size scaling described by the fractal dimension d f , and that the exponent of the MSD depends on only the exponent α, which relates to the memory effect of the viscoelastic medium.
